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ABSTRACT
Social Media has invaded all walks of life including the way we consume content. The literature is
rich with research on various aspects of social media and its impact on user behavior, organisations,
and the society. This systematic literature review has been done to highlight the key themes and
methodologies in extant literature for social media and its impact on user behavior. With 61 journal
articles as the base of this review, 4 main research themes emerged, namely consumer motivation,
effects of the platform format, content type, and the inverse impact of user behavior on the platforms.
On exploration of the methodologies used in the relevant literature, a variety of approaches i.e.
qualitative, quantitative, mixed, and non-empirical studies have been used to analyze social media
usage and its impact on user behavior. Based on the methodological and thematic review,
recommendations are provided for future research.
Keywords: User Behavior, Social Media, Online Consumer Behavior, User Engagement,
Methodological Review, Systematic Literature Review, Thematic Review
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, digital consumption
has drastically changed with the invasion of
social media in all walks of our lives.
Businesses and academics have been intrigued
with the wide application of social media and
the way it
has transformed our lives.
Extensive research has been conducted to
understand its ever increasing usage and
impact on consumer behavior. The motivation
for conducting this systematic literature
review is the existing gap in literature for a
comprehensive study on social media and
consumer behavior. This study brings together
vast existing literature on social media and
changing patterns of media consumption by
DOI: 10.31620/JCCC.12.20/22

consumers. These changes have also led
organizations to think creatively on the use of
social media to engage their customers. This
study brings together the evolution of the
various social media platforms along with
factors leading to their preferences and how
organizations use these platforms to enhance
customer engagement. The study also suggests
future direction for research in social media.
With the integration of social media into our
lives, the need to share, engage, and entertain
has increased exponentially. The possibility of
mobile internet usage has further amplified
the use of social media as the undeniable
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source for all forms of news and information
available.

used, the scope of the study, the process
followed to gain insights followed by the
methodological and thematic review. In the
end, the limitations and directions for future
research are mentioned.

Social media has also become an enabler by
supporting large audiences and giving users
the ability to spread a message through online
communities (Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008).
Platforms such as Hi5, MySpace, and
Friendster began before the boom of Facebook
in 2007, however, they could not sustain
themselves
against
the
competition.
Organizations that realized the potential of
social media and strategized to use it to their
advantage survived. As more and more
organizations and individuals got on to social
media, it evolved to what we know it today
(Kalinin et al., 2020). The user who was
predominantly a consumer with many sources
of entertainment has now changed to a content
creator who dictates the very content that is
generated (Voorveld et al., 2018). This shift in
behavior was invoked by the rise of social
media platforms which have slowly morphed
into personalized stages of communication
(Van den Broeck et al., 2020).
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Figure 1. Number of articles on Social Media
Usage on the Scopus Database as of October
24, 2020
SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW
METHODOLOGY
A systematic literature review methodology
gave this study a road map and faclilitated
additional rigor to cover the breadth of work
conducted towards understanding user
behavior as a result of the social media
evolution. As described by Fink (2005) in the
book „Conducting research literature reviews:
From the internet to paper‟ - an independent
systematic literature review is useful as there
is a process followed to gather past literature
and find trends as it clearly indicates the
details of the exercise followed to conduct the
review; „comprehensive‟ as several sources are
connected to bring together the database for
the selected topic; and, is also „reproducible‟ as
the new knowledge base can be used in
further probes.

The users whether a millennial, Gen X, Gen Y,
or a baby boomer (Sinclair & Grieve, 2017) –
all have different usage patterns. This
evolution can be observed through the study
of scholarly research articles published in
journals across domains. Scholarly works in
this area prove that there has been an increase
in the research articles from 2007 to 2020 as
observed on Scopus database. In the pursuit to
study human behavior, researchers have
delved into the areas of digital user
motivations,
content
consumption,
psychology, sociology, and computer user
behavior to bring about a better understanding
of the impact of the changes in the digital
landscape. This study highlights the reasons
for the growing popularity of different social
media formats, the nature of the interaction
between the user and the platform, the
motivations behind usage, and the impact of
consumer usage on the platform itself.

A systematic literature review helps in
extracting the most relevant data from a pool
of research and can be used to identify trends.
The review helps in investigating new ideas
which could be at different ends of the
discussion. This polarity is important to gauge
the breadth of study within the scope of the
topic itself. The methods employed in the
study are the total of the following subsections
explicating the scope of the systematic
literature review, the techniques used to
identify research, and the results generated
through the systematic literature review
methodology.

A Systematic literature review methodology is
a good fit as it uses existing literature to
answer to research questions qualitatively and
can be used as the groundwork for more
studies in the future (Greenhalgh & Taylor,
1997). This systematic literature review is
organized as follows a sequence starting with
a detailed breakdown of the methodology
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Scope – Systematic Literature Review
The extent of this literature review can be
defined by the restrictions imposed on the
search criteria. The form of the search criteria
was limited to journals only as these provide a
rich source of peer-reviewed knowledge about
the relevant subject matter. They are the
sources of information which can be used as
the basis for further study. In addition, this
review does not include conference papers,
book chapters, reviews, and editorials since
these lack the rigour which journal articles go
through for publication.

The keywords used for the search include –
„user behavior‟, „social media‟, „psychology‟,
„social engagement‟, „sentiment analysis‟,
„social media platforms‟, „Facebook‟, „Twitter‟,
„online behavior‟, „Web 2.0‟, „usage behavior‟,
„media usage‟ and „Internet landscape‟ as
found on 8 research databases namely Scopus,
Taylor and Francis, Emerald, JSTOR,
Mendeley, Sage, Elsevier and Web of Science.
The aforementioned databases were suitable
search hosts as the affiliate university of the
authors provided access to these large bank of
research studies by means of memberships.
Furthermore, it was found that the databases
have a sizable quantum of studies relating to
the topic in the area of business, management,
sociology, and psychology.

The systematic literature review was used as a
means to gather data relating to consumer
behavioral changes with the evolution of social
media and the internet at large. Within the
purview of content selection, the journal
articles published in the field of computer
science were excluded due predominance of
technology related information. Finally, the
journal articles were selected if they contained
information related to the following research
questions –

The systematic literature review was thus
effective with 437 results (Figure 2) using
keyword search as of Oct 24, 2020. This first
phase examination following the keyword
search was used to collect additional
information about each journal article like
author name(s), title of the research paper,
year of publication, journal title, volume, and
issue number, start and end page references,
number of citations to date, document type,
database source, and DOI numbers. The
authors proceeded with coding the research
papers to eliminate any duplicates. A total of
212 were found to be duplicates and were
removed from the study.

RQ1. What are the consumers motivations for
using different social media platforms and
how have these evolved over the years?
RQ2. How has content on these platforms
evolved and what is its impact on passive and
active user engagement?
RQ3. How have organizations harnessed
social media to enhance their brand
engagement?

The study was then limited to 225 articles
remaining after elimination of duplicates. In
the next step, the authors followed by reading
the abstracts and examining the full texts of all
the selected papers to decide whether to
include them in the study. The articles were
included if they answered any of the research
questions mentioned in section 2.1 – Scope of
Systematic Literature Review. The 225 articles
were split amongst two groups of authors,
each group containing two members. Each
article in the sample was independently
analyzed for reasonableness of the subject
matter with respect to the topic and scope of
the literature review. In case of any difference
in opinions, the other group members were
consulted. At this stage, another 164 records
were eliminated due to a mismatch with the
scope the research. Finally, a total of 61 papers
were included in the methodological and
thematic review.

Identification of Relevant Literature
The process of extracting, assessing, and
identifying relevant literature was done in a
single phase by the authors in October 2020.
The feasibility of the study was tested by
assessing the amount of research that has been
done in the past two decades on the topic of
study. This stage was crucial to find out if the
systematic literature review can be conducted
with reliable sources of data. Also, the authors
confirmed that no such comprehensive review
of literature was published in the last 7 years
on this topic. Thus, the review began with
identifying the most suitable keywords which
support the area of research in the most-broad
form.
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Results – Systematic Literature Review
By analyzing the year of publication of the
final 61 research articles, it can be inferred that
the bulk of the research conducted in this area
has been done from 2007 to 2019 with a
constant increase from 2007 and a sharp
increase in the year 2019. While the rise in
research in 2007 was due to the rise of
Facebook, one of the first social networking
platforms. Another steep rise has occurred in
2019 coinciding with a massive change in the
way social media was designed and the
expectations of consumers from social media.

the COVID-19 worldwide lockdown (Naeem,
2021).
The increase in digital activity in the early
months of 2020 led to media users seeking
increased engagement, entertainment, and
most of all, connection with the world.
Another important observation is the increase
in the amount of consumer behavioral studies
in the fields of social sciences and psychology
after the rise of social media within the last 2
years.

Table 1. Research Databases - search criterion
Database

Scope and Search Criteria

Mendeley

Search - All journals, Item Type: Articles, Language:
English, Publication Date: 2000-2020
Search: Topic
Document type: Articles, Language: English
Search: Topic
Document Type: Article
Language: English
Publication Date: 2000-2020
Search: Abstract
Scholarly journals
Document type: Article, Language: English
Advanced Search: Journal Articles, search terms: social
media and user behaviour, date range - 2000-2020
Advanced Search - Keywords: social media and user
behaviour, Item Type: Articles, Language: English,
Publication Date: 2000-2020
Search: Abstract or author-supplied
abstract Scholarly (peer-reviewed) journals
Publication type: Academic journal
Document type: Article
Search: All journals Abstract, keywords, and titles
Document type: Article Title and Review
article

Web of
Science
Sage

Elsevier

Emerald
JSTOR

Taylor and
Francis

Scopus

Total

Date of
search
20/10/2020

Number
of items
64

20/10/2020

43

20/10/2020

40

20/10/2020

58

20/10/2020

47

20/10/2020

55

20/10/2020

50

20/10/2020

80

437
METHODOLOGICAL REVIEW
The methods used in this systematic literature
review shed light on the kind of studies that
have been done in the area of social media
research pertaining to user behavior.

Users expecting a seamless experience across
multiple platforms led to social media
companies fighting for the best in technology
and user research. Certain formats were
successful which promised authenticity and
creativity compared to other platforms. This
helped them to gain traction with consumers
with a large attention deficit and a propensity
to change quickly. The last five years have
thus seen a large amount of this volatility in
user
engagement
towards
content
consumption with a faster change throttled by

The study revealed the maximum amount of
research in the total sample (n=61) has been
done using quantitative methods with 27
(44.26%) articles reflective a methodological
preference for quantitative research.
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THEMATIC REVIEW
The salient themes highlighted in this
systematic literature review were found based
on the research articles finally included in the
study (n=61). The research questions were
used to identify relevant literature based on
the abstracts and full texts of the articles.
The literature review revealed 16 papers
towards relevant to consumer motivations, 8
papers towards the impact of format types, 13
papers toward changes in content, and 24
papers on the reverse impact of user behavior
on the social media platforms.
Figure 2. Flow chart depicting the methodological
process used to identify literature pertaining to
Social Media Usage Behaviour

30

24

Figure 3.
articles.

Methodological

Research

No of Articles

Methodology Nos of Articles Percentage
Quantitative
27
44.26
Qualitative
10
16.39
Mixed
13
21.32
Non-empirical
11
18.03
Total
61
100.00

18

12

Methods

6

The qualitative research studies (n=10) were at
16.39%. A reasonable number (n=13, 21.32%)
of the sample articles used both surveys and
interview techniques – mixed methods to gain
information from users as well as to conduct
an overall sentiment analysis in the market.
With the substantial changes in the social
media landscape, researchers have also used
non-empirical methods to gathered insights by
observing past and current research on social
media usage behavior. Thus, 18.03% (n=11) of
the sample pool of research articles were nonempirical in nature.
The use of quantitative and mixed methods to
study social media is preferred as seen
through the sample study pool of the
aforementioned 61 articles. The benefit of
using these methods over others is that the
need for conclusive research can be met. Thus,
quantitative data is used to employ
mathematical models which provide real
usable insights to the phenomena under study.
Studies have also used non - empirical
research methods to conceptualize various
aspects of social media and also review etant
literature from time to time.

0
Consumer
Motivations

Impact on Format

Content Type

Reverse Impact on
platform

Themes

Figure 4. Division of themes within the
sampled articles
Consumer Motivations
The first prominent theme that emerged was
the motives that drive consumers/users to
interact with social media platforms which
were evident by studying the 16 articles
included as a result of the systematic literature
review.
Social
Media
has
gradually
transformed the digital landscape (Duffett,
2017). Social Media in all its myriad forms has
become a pivotal communication medium in
the modern world. However, it is undeniably
clear that at the crux of it all, consumers'
motivations to explore new media drive usage
and increased inclusion into our daily lives
(Bolton et al., 2013; Zavattaro & Brainard,
2019). The biggest advantage that social media
provides its users is instantaneous access to
information. With users constantly navigating
a vast ocean of information, social media
inevitably becomes a go-to source for an
attention-deficit world. Moreover, several
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studies have indicated that social media has
been able to build a community which helps
people to connect at an emotional level
(Ghatak & Singh, 2019). The newfound
medium of social connectedness (Waheed et
al., 2017) has enabled users to collaborate and
create through easy information exchanges.
From the early days of social media, the
internet has seen several different forms of
platforms which satisfy different consumer
needs. The possibility to use one‟s creativity
has led to the rise of „personal publics‟ (Trepte,
2015) who share similar ideas and visions and
form an environment of beneficial dialogue.
The ability to empower people (Fatima et al.,
2015) through self-controlled channels makes
social media a favorite destination for all those
who seek to spread the message of social
development.

focus with a benefit for oneself and Prevention
focus with a perspective of the larger good.
King and Weidong Xia (1997) advocated in
their research on media choice, that selfinterest and efficiency orientation aspects are
more powerful than rational motivation. This
demonstrates that the motivation to choose a
social media platform for daily use is
governed by self-seeking factors and the need
for gaining new experiences to learn
(Brailovskaia & Margraf, 2018; Spiliotopoulos
& Oakley, 2020).
Users expect that the investment made
towards social media is worthwhile if the
factors of social identity, group norms (Ellison
et al., 2007), image, the value of the network,
and expectations with respect to performance
are met (Peters et al., 2013; Ruangkanjanases et
al., 2020). Any social media platform that
piques curiosity, enjoyment, and concentration
(Aragoncillo et al., 2017) is chosen by the user
to meet their information and emotional
needs.

To some users, social media platforms are a
way of channeling their positive energy or
boredom in their free time. It has been
recorded by several studies that social media
usage
often
leads
to
time-distortion
(Brailovskaia et al., 2020). Lurking is often seen
as a means of creating or interacting with
content with no intention to help in the growth
of the community (Engler & Alpar, 2018).
Thus, users who are focused on escapism may
find themselves using social media platforms
for long durations compared to those who
don‟t. Additionally, social media can also be
used as a conduit for escaping from a negative
mindset as a mode of distraction.

Influence of Media Formats on Usage
The review found 8 articles on the second
theme as indicated by the research question.
Social Media uses mobile-first (Au et al., 2015)
and web-based technologies to generate a
seamless user experience. The impact of user
experience on the usage of the social media
platform is crucial to ensure user engagement
through time. The first social media
networking site – Sixdegrees was created over
two decades ago (Kietzmann et al., 2011). Over
the years, these social netwrorking sites have
evolved to keep up to the expectations of the
users (Smith et al., 2012). Addiding new
features and functionality to these sites calls
for extensive research as against improvement
to blog-based platforms which are easy to
make and maintain. The design of a social
media platform can creates a favourable
environment for users to actively participate in
an online setting. This could be in the form of
likes, shares, comments, message posts,
images which further drive the user activity on
a platform and inform the design of the
platform itself to make it more convenient for
use (Vaca et al., 2014). Social media platforms
are intangible experiences designed to engage
users meaningfully. They could be created for
varied purposes of collective engagement,
blogs, content communities, social networking
sites, online gaming, and social virtual world

Another common user motivation is the use of
social media to seek a new experience. The last
decade has seen a rise in new formats due to
the quick redundancy of older platforms with
respect to new consumer wants and needs. For
instance, Facebook is a social networking
platform, Twitter is a microblogging platform,
YouTube enables users to share video content,
Instagram is a photo-sharing platform, TikTok
focuses on the snack video culture and
Pinterest is a creative information mood
board. Social media motivates users through a
combination of emotional, cognitive, and
social activations (Dolan et al., 2019). This in
turn creates user behaviours of varying
intensities
such
as
lower
passive
(consumption),
moderately
active
(contribution), and highly active (creation).
The intensity of usage also depends upon the
primary motivations of the user – Promotion
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in order to provide the relevant ecosystems
(Hogg et al., 2013). Designers need to study
the usage as well as the devices that the users
are connected to. The connection of data
services on smartphones (Desmal, 2017) has
led to an exponential increase in the
capabilities offered by social media platforms.
To illustrate by example, users on Facebook
typically access the application through their
mobile phones (96%) as compared to their
computers (25%). On the other hand,
Instagram users prefer the application because
of the variety of features available in the
mobile format. However, it must be noted that
active participation is possible only when the
users are less distracted such as when working
on a computer which happens in a less
disruptive environment as opposed to a
mobile device. This implies that compared to
Instagram, Facebook reels in more active
participation with equal access available
through the website and the mobile
application (Shahbaznezhad et al., 2021).

greatly enabled archiving as a popular practice
on the internet. Besides archiving, social media
content is always directed at self-expression to
share personal experiences with one‟s voice.
Self-expression to some may mean content
which is meant to issue an update or to others
to show off their lives within their community.
The popularity of social media has grown
across the world due to its ability to create an
escape from the real world. Such content plays
into the aspirations of the users and becomes a
source of motivation to engage more. Escapist
content is like meditation to all those who
consume it in their free time. The most
common type of content is generated to fill the
online space for browsing. It enables
knowledge sharing (Fotis, 2015) among people
who are motivated by similar ideas.
Based on the size and distribution power of
the social media channel, the content should
have features which are high in quality,
encompass the relevant domains as per the
user demands, reflect the emotions and tone of
voice that users can relate to, and be able to
fulfill the demand in terms of volume (Peters
et al., 2013). These aspects of content
generation lead to the creation of intellectual,
social, and cultural value to the users. Content
consumed must relay a message to the public
which holds meaning in terms of creativity or
culture. Further, value can be created within
an online social media community by using
the content as a powerful resource for social
good.

The importance of site layout is another factor
which affects passive and active engagement.
Web data analytics (Abbas et al., 2019) enables
organizations to track and reset the formats of
the platforms to stay relevant with the times.
In addition, the legal architecture of the social
media platform impacts usage safety. With the
increasing concerns on privacy and the
divergence in each platform, it is imperative
that user behavior must be monitored and the
nature of the platform stay lucrative in the
minds of the users.

Content consumption has changed over the
years. Traditional sources of content
consumption such as newspapers articles
(Joanna & Zuzanna, 2020; Robinson et al.,
2000) are at a disadvantage with the rise of
social media as active internet users (ShaneSimpson et al., 2018) are more social on new
digital platforms due to the variety and
strength of the content itself. The systematic
literature review shed light on studies which
further pointed out that younger people are
heavier users than older people (Holt et al.,
2013). The younger users employ social media
as news (Nielsen & Schrøder, 2014) as well as
an entertainment source.

Content-Type
The intention to use a social media platform is
greatly impacted by the type of content that
the platform supports (Brandão et al., 2019) as
seen in the 13 articles in this review. The
content consumption patterns of users can be
categorized under the following heads of
social interaction, archiving, self-expression,
escapism, and peeking (Lee et al., 2015).
Content which enables social interaction is
used to engage with people, create a likeminded network, gain updates on close
friends and family, and open discussions on
happenings across the globe. The archiving
content is fuelled by nostalgia and is typically
used as a private online space to hold old
photos, videos (Törhönen et al., 2019), and
conversations. The revolution of online filters

Increased use of social media content
consumption is known to have negative
impacts on the users in the long term.
Addictive behaviors coupled with long hours
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of usage leads to narcissism and self-esteem
issues in users (Akubugwo & Burke, 2013;
Andreassen et al., 2017; Hou et al., 2019).

The bottom line is that users can change the
economic strength of a social media platform.
With the aim to create a community for the
users, social media designers should be
cognizant of usage themes (Kaplan &
Haenlein, 2010) and keep track of what
ensures the continuity of the platform.
Facebook began as a closed community social
media service and switched to the public to
further amplify common interests and move
beyond geography (Bigne et al., 2020; Frost &
Rickwood, 2017; Mauri et al., 2011). According
to Ruangkanjanases et al. (2020, p. 12):

Inverse impact on social media platforms
How users share information on social media
changes the way social media platforms
behave. User engagement is monitored to
understand how to design social media
platforms to satisfy their needs and to keep up
with the demands on digital as observed in the
24 articles studied. With the switch to content
creation, users dictate the product and services
(Kapoor et al., 2018), the activities, and the
media that floats on social media platforms
(Ek Styvén & Foster, 2018). Passive
engagement (Klein et al., 2020) by the user
points to a user experience which is more
laidback and supports browsing. Active
participation relates to a user experience
which is high on engagement with several
opportunities for creating messages and
holding conversations on topics of mutual
interests. For instance, the typical social media
user can spend over 20 minutes on a single
site, and over two-thirds of the users login into
the platforms at least once a day (Ellison et al.,
2007). The user behaviour thus lends to the
type of content generated by third parties such
as brands (Lee et al., 2018), social
organizations, and influencers as being
informational, experiential, and transactional.

“In addition, social media communities should
develop towards the network model, focus on
relationship management, expand any small
regional networks of heterogeneous members,
increase the links between members, and thus
stabilize the composition of members and
enhance the user base. Such sites should also
provide
updated
personal
information,
encourage members to interact, establish
member files, and other functions.”
Therefore, the power to communicate lies in
the hands of the users of social media
platforms as based on their digital decisions,
brands can profile their needs and provide
services in accordance with those needs (OseiFrimpong et al., 2019). The more involved a
user is with the brand on social media, the
higher the impact of its presence on more
people. Several industries have used social
media as a source of information on their
prospective consumers. For instance, the travel
industry (Aldao & Mihalic, 2020; Javed et al.,
2020) has tapped social media as the central
destination for users to post about their travel
experiences and aspirations. This data derived
directly from the users helps brands within the
travel industry, design lucrative offers in
terms of products and services in real-time.
How users interact with a platform –
information types, purchase information, and
aspirational visits - indicates the likelihood of
brand loyalty.

Likers or commenters on social media can
change the likeability of a brand (Chang et al.,
2019; Kong et al., 2020). This reverse pressure
on social media is exerted by the user‟s
attitudes on advertising. The availability of a
product or service of choice on the platforms
where users spend a large amount of time is a
vital driver for creating an ecosystem within
social media which is conducive to such
behavior (Razavi, 2020). Brands have used
social media to connect with their consumers
and relay their visions to the consumers to
increase relatability (Jain et al., 2020) and
consumer agency (Badenes-Rocha et al., 2019;
De Domenico & Altmann, 2020; Stojanovic et
al., 2018). Research has shown that users are
looking for content platforms which are
affiliated with their beliefs and lifestyles, thus,
brands use storytelling (Malthouse et al., 2013)
as a way to create content instead of
information sharing only.

LIMITATIONS
The limitations of this study are related to the
methodology of Systematic Literature Review
employed for this research. Although this
methodology is most suitable to bring together
exant literature on any area of study, some
limitations are unavoidable. Since Systematic
Literature Review methodology starts with
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identification of keywords, missing inclusion
of relevant keywords can lead to exclusion of
relevant content from the review. Another
important limitation of this methodology is
the risk of the author‟s bias while selecting
research papers from the databases. Since the
papers in the second phase were picked solely
based on the abstract, the likelihood of an
innate bias is amplified. Also, to ensure rigour
in the study, the search for relevant literature
for this study was conducted on 8 different
databases. As a result, massive data was
accessed for further qualitatively analysis for
final inclusion of articles in the sample. Strict
protocol was followed for the same which may
have lead to omission of some articles with
relevant information which may be indirectly
related to the topic. This drawback is
especially relevant for broad areas like social
media. Extensive country specific or industry
specific research on social media would have
narrowed the focus of this research. Hence the
researchers used their judgement while
including articles to ensure that the breadth of
this study is not compromised with
excessesive context specific research articles.
The above-mentioned limitations are inherent
to this form of research study as has been
found in past research where Systematic
Literature
Review
methodology
was
employed (Bhimani et al., 2019).

needs of the users. The position social media
holds in society has changed drastically from
users understanding its true strength to the
realization of its evasiveness in our daily lives.
The ability to provide creative platforms for
users has led social media platforms to invest
heavily in design incentives. The rise of usergenerated content has intrigued scholars and a
large amount of research has been done to
quantify the behavior which motivates users
to create and share content. From the
introduction of features to like and comment
to the feature of sharing snack videos, a lot has
transpired to popularize a social media
platform.
Furthermore, content consumption has
changed phenomenally. There are many social
media platforms which have become one-stop
destinations to gain and share information.
This has led to the decease of usage of
traditional media as they are unable to cater to
the deficit attention spans of users today.
Many studies have associated this change in
consumption with prominent trends in the
market.
In some cases, it has been observed that the
user dictates the kind of services that a social
media platform should offer to its audiences.
This power shift has impacted organizations
that utilizing social media platforms to find
and engage the users. The quantum of this
change can be noted by the amount of research
conducted on factors affecting brand user
engagement through social media. This
systematic literature review can be used as the
backbone for studying strategies that brands
can use to create opportunities for an extensive
user reach.

Directions for Future use
This Systematic Literature Review can be used
to augment future studies which seek to
realize the impact social media has on its
users. As observed, the study revealed an
exponential increase in this scope of research
due to several environmental factors. This has
been successfully documented through
research articles which use empirical and
quantitative research methodologies to
elucidate the trends within the social media
landscape. However, it can be observed that
for a field of study focusing on human
behavior, there is a lack of qualitative research
which identifies the true motivations behind
social media consumption amongst users of
different ages, geographies, and cultures.
Thematically, the systematic literature review
divulged answers to the research questions
which can be propelled for further use. Several
factors motivate consumers to use a social
media platform, however, this study is in no
way exhaustive, and therefore, more research
needs to be conducted to identify the changing

CONCLUSION
The aim of the paper was to understand the
impact of social media on user behaviour.
Given the vast reach of the topic through
multiple disciplines, it was challenging to
include all factors which influence this study.
Through the systematic literature review
methodology, we narrowed down to 61
relevant articles which were from multiple
areas of study such as sociology, psychology,
business, and management. We found that
there is a need for a thorough qualitative study
which includes a database that scrutinizes user
behaviour on digital platforms.
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Based on our research, we can conclude that
consumers show dependency on social media
platforms for their daily lives for several
emotional and transactional reasons. This
impacts how social media platforms are
designed using favorable devices and
technology. In addition, content is central to
worthwhile user engagement and has become
the springboard for third parties to create
experiences that their consumers truly want.
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APPENDIX –

•

Mendeley
https://www.mendeley.com/search/
Mendeley is a London based company
that provides academic researchers with
products and services. It is famous for its
reference manager, which is used to
manage and share research papers and to
generate scholarly paper bibliographies. It
easily Imports articles quickly from other
research-based software’s.

•

JSTOR - https://www.jstor.org/
JSTOR is a subsidiary of ITHAKA, a notfor-profit organization that also includes
multiple other platforms specializing in
lowering the cost of education across the
globe. JSTOR currently provides over 12
million scholarly journal articles, 85,000
books, and 2 million primary source
papers in over 70 different disciplines.
They are known to decrease prices and
maximize shelf space, offer free and lowcost access as well as scholarships for
independent
academics,
and
help
publishers attract new markets and retain
their material for future generations.

•

Scopus - https://www.scopus.com/
Scopus is a subsidiary of Elsevier's
abstract and citation database which
consists of peer-reviewed papers. It is
famous for being global oriented and
includes multi-discipline subjects for all its
different user base,

•

Sage
Publishing
https://us.
sagepub.com/en-us/nam/home
SAGE is a worldwide scholarly publisher
of books, journals and a growing suite of
products and services for libraries. Their
emphasis is on publishing impactful
research and allowing rigorous methods
for research. Every year, Sage publishes
over 1,000 journals and 900 new books
worldwide, as well as library products
and services, including archives, data, case
studies and video.

Databases Reviewed for the Systematic
Literature Review
•

Elsevier - https://www.elsevier.com/enin Elsevier is a modern publishing
industry that has developed from a small
classical scholarship publishing house in
the Netherlands to a multinational online
publishing company with more than
20,000 global products in the fields of
education,
technical
science,
and
healthcare.

•

Emerald
https://www.emerald.com/insight/
Emerald contains over 500,000-researchers
from more than 130 countries/regions, 30
million yearly downloads, and 109 million
visitors from all over the world making it
a leading publisher in the digital forum.

•

Taylor
and
Francis
https://taylorandfrancis.com/
Taylor & Francis Group is an international
company publishing books and academic
journals, collaborates with world-class
writers. Together they have published in
all the fields of humanities, social sciences,
behavioural sciences, science, technology,
and medicine. Its contents include more
than 2,700 periodicals and more than 5,000
new books each year.

•

Web
of
Science
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/
Web of Science is a platform that offers
numerous
databases
that
provide
extensive citation data for several different
disciplines with subscription-based access.
More than 100 years of abstracts, more
than 90 million documents, and 5,300
publications in social sciences spanning 55
disciplines are included.
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